USE OF SPANISH TRANSLATED FORMS

- All Spanish forms MUST be accompanied by the corresponding English form.

- The corresponding English form MUST be signed. The English form is the official version and the Spanish version is for informational purposes only.

- The Spanish forms should be populated, signed, and copies of both signed English and Spanish forms MUST be provided to the defendant, indemnitor, etc.

- For Premium and Collateral receipts, write the receipt number from the corresponding English form in the designated space on the Spanish form.

Should you have any questions regarding the use of the Spanish forms, please contact Accredited at 800-432-2799 or power.request@accredited-inc.com.

Forms currently available in Spanish:
ASC-STD-001 SP  Bail Bond Application and Agreement - Spanish
ASC-STD-002 SP  Indemnitor Application and Agreement - Spanish
ASC-STD-003 SP  Premium Receipt – Spanish
ASC-F07 SP       Privacy Notice – Spanish
ASC-CA-002 SP   Bail Bond Rate Chart – Spanish
ASC-CA-004 SP   California Collateral Receipt – Spanish
ASC-CA-025 SP   CA Acknowledgement of 8% Premium Policy - Spanish
ASC-CA-026 SP   CA Certificate of 8% Premium - Spanish
ASC-CA-027 SP   CA Indemnitor / Guarantor Checklist - Spanish
ASC-CA-028 SP   CA Plain Talk Contract – Spanish
ASC-CA-030 SP   Addendum to Bail Bond Application & Agreement - CA - Spanish
ASC-CA-031 SP   Addendum to Indemnitor Application & Agreement - CA - Spanish